DACHTRÄGER
ROOF LUGGAGE RACK
TRAVERSES POUR RAILS
DAKDRAGERS
LASTHÅLLARE FÖR RELING
BARRE PORTATUTO
PORTACARGAS
BARRAS DE TEJADILHO
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General Information

MINI recommends using only parts and accessory products that it has checked for safety, function and suitability and approved on this basis.

For ease of fitting, the roof luggage rack should be fitted with the aid of a second person.

Your MINI dealer can provide assistance during the initial fitting of the roof luggage rack or fit it for you.

Symbols used

⚠️ Denotes instructions or warning information that you must heed.

Denotes instructions that draw your attention to special features.

Denotes a movement that must be performed in the direction indicated by the arrow.

 Denotes the end of the instruction.

Safety information

⚠️ The total permitted roof load of 75 kg must not be exceeded. 

Effective load
+ attachments
+ roof luggage rack
= roof load

Remember that the vehicle with loaded roof luggage racks exhibits different road behaviour particularly when moving away quickly, during heavy braking or rapid cornering.

Match the speed of the car with loaded roof luggage rack to the specific conditions such as road conditions, road surface, side wind conditions and the general traffic conditions. We recommend a maximum road speed of 130 km/h.

Check that the fixing elements of the rack system are securely attached before each journey. Repeat the check every 1000 km and retighten if necessary.

When transporting with the roof luggage rack, follow the road traffic or country-specific regulations.

Evenly distribute the items of luggage and keep the centre of gravity as low as possible.

Secure the goods being transported against sliding with suitable clamping belts.

Remove the roof luggage rack when it is not in use in order to save fuel and for safety.

It is essential to note the car height when the roof luggage rack is loaded.

Never drive into a car wash when the roof luggage rack is fitted. Otherwise this could result in considerable damage.
Parts kit

A Roof luggage rack (2x)  
B Key (2x)  
C Torque wrench  
D Cover cap (4x)  
E Detaching hook  
F Fitting aid  
G Detachment aid  
H Allan key
Initial fitting of roof luggage rack

There are mounting fixtures at four locations on the roof for fitting the roof luggage rack.

Push fitting aid F between the roof strip (1) and the roof (2). Carefully pull off the pre-cut piece of the roof strip with detachment aid G.

Removing the cover caps

This step is not required for the initial fitting.

Remove cover caps D with detaching hook E.

Stow cover caps D and detaching hook E in a suitable place in the car.

Fitting the roof luggage rack

There is a line (1) on torque wrench C. This serves as a positioning aid when sliding on the lower sleeve (2) if it has become loose.
After fitting the lower sleeve, the lines must be aligned to ensure the function of torque wrench C.

Open the lock (1) and swivel the cover cap (2) upwards.

Unscrew the bolt (3) with torque wrench C up to the stop.

Carefully place the feet (1) of roof luggage rack A on one side according to the alignment instructions on the bottom of the profile on the roof.

Press the clamping plate (2) into the mounting fixture until the centring pin (3) protrudes through the bore in the clamping plate (2).

Tighten the bolt (1) until the two arrows on torque wrench C lie above one another. This indicates the required torque of 6 Nm is reached.

Ensure that the sliding block (2) runs over the clamping plate (3).
Ensure that you do not tighten the bolts beyond the marks as otherwise this can lead to damage to the mounting fixtures.

Repeat the procedure on the opposite side.

If necessary, adjust the distance between the feet of the roof luggage rack as described on page 19.

Swivel the cover cap (1) closed and close the lock (2) with key B.

If the cover cap (1) cannot be closed, the clamping plate is not attached correctly.

Heed the respective installation information when fitting roof luggage rack attachments.

Unlock the cover cap (1) with key B and swivel it downwards. Slide the roof luggage rack attachments into the roof luggage rack profile (2) and affix them in accordance with the respective installation information.

Close the cover cap (1) again and lock it with key B.

Removing the roof luggage rack

You must unload roof luggage rack A before removing.

Removal is carried out in reverse order.
Installing the cover caps

Install cover cap D in the mounting fixture (1).

Loosen the two profile bolts (1) using Allan key H until the roof luggage rack foot (2) can just be moved.

Press the clamping plate (2) into the mounting fixture so that the centring pin (3) protrudes through the bore in the clamping plate (2).

Tighten the bolt (4) a little so that the roof luggage rack foot (2) cannot move in the mounting fixture.

Tighten the two profile bolts (1) with Allan key H followed by the bolt (4) with torque wrench C to the required torque of 6 Nm.

Close the cover cap and close the lock with key B.

Remove key B and stow it in a suitable place.

Readjusting the distance between roof luggage rack feet

Fit roof luggage rack A on one side; on the other side unlock the lock of the cover cap (1) with key B and open the cover cap (1).
Take me.